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Abstract18

Arctic liquid freshwater (FW) storage has shown a large increase over the past decades,19

posing the question: Is the Arctic FW budget already showing clear signs of anthropogenic20

climate change, or are the observed changes the result of multi-decadal variability? We21

show that the observed change in liquid and solid Arctic FW storage is likely already22

driven by the changing climate, based on ensemble simulations from a state-of-the-art23

climate model. Generally, the emergence of forced changes in Arctic FW fluxes occurs24

earlier for oceanic fluxes than for atmospheric or land fluxes. Nares Strait liquid FW flux25

is the first to show emergence outside the range of background variability, with this change26

potentially already occurring. Other FW fluxes have likely started to shift but have not27

yet emerged into a completely different regime. Future emissions reductions have the po-28

tential to avoid the emergence of some FW fluxes beyond the background variability.29

Plain Language Summary30

The surface waters of the Arctic Ocean are fresher than the rest of the world oceans,31

due to the input of large amounts of river runoff. The very fresh surface ocean affects32

the ocean circulation and climate not just in the Arctic Ocean, but also at lower lati-33

tudes, especially in the North Atlantic. The last two decades have seen a freshening of34

the surface Arctic Ocean, for reasons that are currently unknown. Here we demonstrate35

that this freshening is likely already driven by climate change. Furthermore, we find that36

due to man-made climate change, Arctic freshwater fluxes to the North Atlantic are also37

likely to soon start showing signs of change beyond the range of the variability we have38

observed in the past. The information provided here about the expected timing of the39

emergence of climate change signals will allow us to monitor upcoming changes in real40

time, to better understand how changes in the Arctic Ocean can impact climate world-41

wide.42

1 Introduction43

Arctic Ocean liquid freshwater (FW) storage has shown a large increase from the44

1990s until at least 2014 (e.g., Proshutinsky et al., 2009; Rabe et al., 2011, 2014; McPhee45

et al., 2009; Giles et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2019). Recent work suggests that this Arctic-46

wide increase is likely driven primarily by natural modes of variability rather than by47

anthropogenic climate change (Johnson et al., 2018). This contrasts with the observed48
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reduction in the solid Arctic FW storage in sea ice over the same period, which has been49

shown to be at least partially driven by climate change (e.g., Notz & Marotzke, 2012;50

Wang et al., 2019; Schweiger et al., 2019). Furthermore, climate models predict a 21st51

century increase in the liquid FW storage and in many Arctic FW fluxes (e.g., Holland52

et al., 2006, 2007; Koenigk et al., 2007; Vavrus et al., 2012; Haine et al., 2015; Shu et al.,53

2018). While some Arctic FW fluxes have started to show changes in line with these pre-54

dictions, others have not. In particular, as expected for a warmer climate, the Bering55

Strait FW influx (Woodgate, 2018), river runoff (Peterson et al., 2006), and net precip-56

itation (Haine et al., 2015) have all increased, and solid FW storage has decreased (e.g.,57

Haine et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018). However, the liquid FW exports from the Arc-58

tic have not yet shown any clear changes or trends (de Steur et al., 2009; Curry et al.,59

2014; de Steur et al., 2018; Haine et al., 2015). This poses the question as to when the60

current monitoring of Arctic FW storage and fluxes will be able to detect an anthropogenic61

climate change signal.62

Attributing observed change in the Arctic FW budget terms either to natural modes63

of variability or climate change is challenging due to the combination of the known in-64

fluence of decadal to multi-decadal modes of variability on Arctic FW (e.g., Proshutin-65

sky & Johnson, 1997; Proshutinsky et al., 2002; Polyakov et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2018)66

and the short (25 years or less) continuous records available for many of the Arctic FW67

budget terms, in particular the liquid oceanic FW fluxes (e.g., de Steur et al., 2018; Münchow,68

2016; Curry et al., 2014; Rabe et al., 2009, 2014). Here we show when we can expect to69

detect anthropologically-forced changes in the various Arctic freshwater budget terms,70

by determining the time of emergence outside the background variability using climate71

model simulations. Furthermore, we assess whether the detection of a forced change is72

dependent upon future emissions pathway choices. To separate the forced change from73

natural variability on multiple timescales and between emissions scenarios, we use en-74

semble simulations over the 20th and 21st centuries from a fully-coupled state-of-the-art75

earth system model under two different forcing scenarios (Kay et al., 2015; Sanderson76

et al., 2017). We find that the time of emergence of forced changes varies widely amongst77

Arctic FW budget terms. Some are already showing a climate-change signal or are likely78

to do so soon, in particular the FW storage terms and the Nares and Davis Strait liq-79

uid FW fluxes.80
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2 Methods81

2.1 Model and Simulations82

To assess the time of emergence of a climate change signal beyond natural inter-83

nal variability in the Arctic FW budget, we use the Community Earth System Model84

(CESM) Large Ensemble (CESM LE; Kay et al., 2015) and a companion ensemble, the85

CESM Low Warming ensemble (CESM LW; Sanderson et al., 2017). Both ensembles use86

the CESM1.1, a fully-coupled, state-of-the-art global earth system model (Hurrell et al.,87

2013), and differ only in the applied forcing for the 21st century, allowing us to assess88

whether any of the results are sensitive to different future emissions choices. The his-89

torical CESM LE ensemble is created in 1920 through round-off level perturbations to90

the temperature field (Kay et al., 2015). After 2006, the CESM LE uses the high-emissions91

RCP8.5 scenario, leading to over 4 ◦C warming by 2100. The CESM LW is branched from92

the CESM LE ensemble members in 2006 and uses the RCP8.5 forcing until 2017, at which93

point it is then forced by a reduced emission scenario designed so that global warming94

stabilizes at 2 ◦C for several decades before the end of the 21st century (Sanderson et al.,95

2017). The background variability is determined from the 1800 year long pre-industrial96

control simulation from the CESM LE project.97

To consistently compare the CESM LE and LW, despite their different ensemble98

sizes (40 versus 11, respectively), all results shown are from the first 11 ensemble mem-99

bers of the CESM LE, referred to in the following as CESM LE. The effect of using the100

40-member CESM LE was assessed and is discussed where applicable (with relevant fig-101

ures in the supplementary), to provide insights into the impact of larger internal vari-102

ability. None of the main conclusions are impacted by the use of the 11-member versus103

the 40-member CESM LE.104

The CESM1.1 has already been used for a wide range of Arctic climate studies and105

generally performs well in the Arctic (e.g., Barnhart et al., 2015; Swart et al., 2015; DeRe-106

pentigny et al., 2016; Jahn et al., 2016; Jahn, 2018; Auclair & Tremblay, 2018; Morri-107

son et al., 2019; England et al., 2019; Smith & Jahn, 2019). Nonetheless, as all models,108

the CESM1.1 has some biases. In terms of the simulated Arctic FW budget, which is109

calculated relative to the commonly used reference salinity of 34.8 (Aagaard & Carmack,110

1989; Serreze et al., 2006; Haine et al., 2015), those biases are found primarily in the FW111

exports from the Arctic Ocean (see Fig. 1a for the ocean gateways used here). The liq-112
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uid FW exports are underestimated by the model while the solid FW exports are over-113

all too large, due to too much FW residing in the sea ice relative to the ocean over the114

observational period (see the Supplementary Material section S1 for details on the cal-115

culation of the FW budget and Table S1 for a comparison with observations). In par-116

ticular, the Fram Strait and Barrow Strait liquid FW export are underestimated almost117

by a factor of three by the model for the late 20th century, while the BSO liquid FW ex-118

port is nearly 10 times as large as observed. However, the overall exchange of FW with119

the North Atlantic is within the observational uncertainty range. Furthermore, none of120

the biases found in the CESM1.1 Arctic FW budget are unique to the CESM1.1. Both121

fully-coupled CMIP3 (Holland et al., 2007) and CMIP5 models (Shu et al., 2018) as well122

as reanalysis-forced regional and global ocean-sea ice models (Jahn et al., 2012; Wang123

et al., 2016b, 2016a) exhibit biases in their simulated FW exports from the Arctic. So,124

while the results presented here have the caveat that they are derived from a single model,125

this study presents a first assessment of the changes in the Arctic FW budget in the con-126

text of internal variability, which is only possible when using an ensemble of simulations127

from one model. By enabling the separation of internal variability from the forced re-128

sponse, this study fills a clear gap in our understanding of the changing Arctic FW bud-129

get (as identified in Lique et al., 2016; Cornish et al., 2020).130

2.2 Definition of Shift and Emergence131

In order to detect a climate change driven signal in the Arctic FW budget, we de-132

termine when annual-mean Arctic FW budget terms first depart from the pre-industrial133

natural internal variability range (“shift years”) and when they enter a completely dif-134

ferent regime, with no overlap with the pre-industrial state (“emergence years”). While135

individual shift years can occur due to an unlikely extreme event (i.e., natural variabil-136

ity) or due to a forced change (i.e., climate change), emergence occurs only due to forced137

change.138

To detect shift and emergence for each budget term, we use an Internal Variabil-139

ity Threshold (IVT) of ±3.5 standard deviations around the mean of the 1800 year long140

pre-industrial control simulation. For normally-distributed processes, as most of the in-141

vestigated FW fluxes are in the pre-industrial simulation, ±3.5 standard deviations cap-142

tures 99.95% of the unforced internal variability. This threshold of ±3.5 standard de-143

viations lies between what is known as “evidence” (±3 standard deviations) and “dis-144
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covery” (±5 standard deviations). Smaller/larger thresholds than 3.5 standard devia-145

tions as well as non-Gaussian methods to define the IVT lead to qualitatively similar re-146

sults, with some changes in the specific shifts and emergence years (see the Supplemen-147

tary Material, section S2 and Fig. S3).148

The shift year is defined as the first year in which a simulated FW term crosses the149

pre-industrial IVT, independent of whether it subsequently crosses the IVT back into150

the background variability. The emergence year is the first year when the FW term con-151

sistently stays outside the pre-industrial IVT range until the end of the simulations in152

2100. This means that for any shift that starts before 2005, the CESM LE and CESM153

LW shift years are the same, as they are based on the same 11 historical simulations. Emer-154

gence, however, can differ between the CESM LE and LW even before 2005, as emer-155

gence depends on the future behavior of the fluxes until 2100. Shift and emergence pe-156

riods are defined as the period between the time when the first and last ensemble mem-157

ber satisfy these criteria. Hence, the shorter the shift and emergence period, the more158

strongly forced the simulated change is.159

3 Results160

3.1 21st Century Changes in the Arctic FW Budget161

Arctic FW budget terms show a large spread in how much they are projected to162

change over the 21st century (Fig. 1b), as well as show clear differences between the low163

and high warming scenarios by the end of the 21st century (referred to as “scenario im-164

pact” in the following). The largest scenario impact is seen for those FW budget terms165

that change the most in magnitude over the 21st century, namely Arctic liquid and solid166

FW storage, Fram Strait liquid and solid FW fluxes, the Nares Strait and Davis Strait167

liquid FW flux, and river runoff (Fig. 1b). These changes simulated by the CESM are168

generally consistent with those previously reported over the 21st century for different in-169

dividual models (Holland et al., 2006; Vavrus et al., 2012; Koenigk et al., 2007) as well170

as for CMIP3 (Holland et al., 2007) and CMIP5 (Shu et al., 2018) models. Note that we171

will focus on the larger FW budget terms, which means that except in Fig. 1b), we do172

not show or discuss the small FW fluxes (net observed fluxes smaller than 300 km3/yr).173

For completeness, plots for these fluxes are included in the Supplementary Material (Fig. S1–174

S3).175
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Figure 1. Arctic domain and Climatological FW budget. (a) Ocean gateways (la-
beled in red) and the Arctic Ocean domain used here (shaded; showing the simulated liquid
FW column [in m] over 1980–2000). BSO stands for Barents Sea Opening. (b) Climatological
ensemble-mean Arctic FW budget terms for the late 20th century (1980–2000) and the late 21st

century (2080-2100), with the late 21st century shown under both low warming (CESM LW;
green) and high warming (CESM LE; purple). The values of the flux terms are shown on the left
y-axis, the values of the FW storage terms on the right y-axis. Note that Davis Strait is shown
here for reference, as it has been used in several other studies of the Arctic FW budget (e.g.,
Haine et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016b, 2016a; Shu et al., 2018), but is not part of the Arctic FW
budget/domain used here.

In addition to changes in the mean, we also see an increase in the variability of many176

oceanic liquid FW fluxes over the late 20th and 21st centuries, while the variability of177

the solid FW fluxes decreases as the Arctic sea ice volume/solid FW storage decreases178

(Fig. 2 and Fig. S2). The FW budget terms that show the largest scenario impact in the179

mean also show the largest scenario impact on their range of internal variability (Fig. 2180

and Fig. S2).181

3.2 Shift and Emergence in Arctic FW Budget Terms182

The solid and liquid Arctic FW storage terms show the earliest complete shift and183

emergence transition of all FW terms assessed, with emergence complete in all members184

under both scenarios by the early 2020s (Fig. 3). The very rapid emergence across all185

ensemble members, lasting less than two decades, indicates a strongly forced change into186

a new regime. For the liquid FW storage, the shift period is as short as the emergence187

period for the CESM LE, again indicating a strongly forced change despite large inter-188

nal variability. However, the occurrence of a rare internal variability event outside the189

IVT has the potential to extend the shift period. This is the case for the early 20th cen-190

tury start of the solid FW storage shift period: One ensemble member shows an increase191
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Figure 2. FW budget terms over time. Annual mean FW fluxes (a-h) and storage (i, j)
over time for the different scenarios (CESM LE in purple, CESM LW in green, historical CESM
in grey). The fluxes are labeled in the panels, with their respective ±3.5 standard deviations IVT
lines (black). The earliest shift and emergence years for each scenario are shown as vertical lines,
with the shift shown as dashed light purple/green for the CESM LE/LW and emergence shown
as solid dark purple/green lines for the CESM LE/LW. If the shift occurs during the historical
simulation, the shift is shown as grey dashed line. Only the fluxes with observed net fluxes above
300 km3 are shown here, the smaller fluxes are shown in Fig. S2.
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Liquid Fram FW
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Liquid Barrow FW
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Liquid Bering FW

Runoff

Net Precip.

Liquid FW storage

Solid FW storage
CESM LW shift
CESM LW emergence
CESM LE shift
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Figure 3. Shift and Emergence Periods. Shift (thinner bars and lighter colors) and emer-
gence (thick bars and darker colors) periods for the simulated annual mean Arctic FW variables
under the historical forcing (grey), the low warming scenario CESM LW (green colors), and the
high warming scenario CESM LE (purple colors). The color gradient within each bar denotes the
number of members that have shifted/emerged, as indicated in the colorbar, with a focus on the
edges and middle of the distribution. Note that the grey bars are by definition the same for both
scenarios, as they are from the same 11 historical simulations. The impact of sampling a larger
range of internal variability in the 40-member CESM LE is illustrated in Fig. S3c. It shows that
while the general sequence of shift and emergence stays the same, generally longer shift periods
and some longer emergence periods are found. Fig. S3c also shows the shift and emergence for
the small terms of the FW budget not shown here.

in solid FW storage above the IVT in 1943, but the forced change is towards lower solid192

FW storage and the lower bound of the IVT is not crossed until 1998 by the first ensem-193

ble member (Fig. 2j). As this early start of the shift period is due to internal variabil-194

ity, it disappears when a slightly larger IVT is used (Fig. S3). A similar early shift event195

occurs for the liquid FW storage when the full 40-member CESM LE is considered (Fig. S3),196

and is also due to a single crossing of the IVT in the opposite direction than the forced197

signal emerging in the 21st century.198

The Nares Strait liquid FW export from the Arctic is the next FW budget term,199

and the first FW flux, that shifts and then emerges from the pre-industrial background200

variability in all ensemble members (Fig. 3). In particular, we find that emergence al-201

ready starts in the early 2000s in some ensemble members, and is complete in the early202

2020s when accounting for all ensemble members of both scenarios. As for the FW stor-203

age terms, the low warming scenario does not prevent the emergence of the forced sig-204
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nal in the Nares Strait liquid FW export, as the forcings only begin to diverge in 2017.205

However, by the end of the 21st century, the magnitude of the Nares Strait liquid FW206

export increase is very different based on the two scenarios, with a much larger increase207

under the high warming scenario compared to the low warming scenario (Fig. 1b and208

2). Downstream of Nares Strait, Davis Strait exhibits similar variability as well as sim-209

ilar shift and emergence periods compared to Nares Strait in CESM LE and LW, but210

slightly later than what is seen for Nares Strait (Fig. 2 and 3).211

The Fram Strait liquid FW export also shows shift and a potential to begin to emerge212

over the next decade (Fig. 3). Shift begins in the late 1980s, but only due to one event,213

with the second crossing of the IVT towards larger liquid FW export not occurring un-214

til the early 2000s (Fig. 2a and Fig. 3). This indicates that the early shift event is due215

to an anomalous, unforced event rather than climate change, similar to the observed large216

FW export events leading to Great Salinity Anomalies in the North Atlantic (e.g., Dick-217

son et al., 1988; Belkin et al., 1998). Emergence for the Fram Strait liquid FW export218

begins as early as the mid-2020s. However, due to the large and increasing variability219

of the liquid Fram Strait FW export compared to the forced change (Fig. 2), the emer-220

gence period extends to 2090 (CESM LW) and beyond 2100 (CESM LE). This means221

that full emergence outside the pre-industrial background variability may occur anytime222

between the mid 2020s and the late 21st century (Fig. 3). The shorter emergence period223

in the low warming scenario compared to that in the high warming scenario is the re-224

sult of the enhanced internal variability of the liquid Fram Strait FW export in a warmer225

climate (Fig. 2), so that the internal variability is larger for the CESM LE than the CESM226

LW.227

The solid Fram Strait FW export stands out as the Arctic FW flux with the largest228

variability over the historical and pre-industrial period (Fig. 2 and Fig. S1). As a result,229

the shift period only begins in the early 2020s (Fig. 3), despite a much earlier clearly vis-230

ible decrease of this FW flux within the IVT range (Fig. 2).231

Both the solid Fram Strait FW export and the river runoff show a clear scenario232

impact on the emergence of a forced climate change signal, with emergence only occur-233

ring in the high emission scenario, but shift occurring for both the high and low warm-234

ing scenarios (Fig. 3). In particular, runoff shows full emergence in the CESM LE by 2089235

(and in all but one of the 40 ensemble members of the full CESM LE before 2100, see236
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Fig. S3c). Similarly, the solid Fram Strait FW export shows emergence in all but one237

ensemble member of the CESM LE by 2100 (Fig. 3). Reaching shift but not emergence238

under the low warming scenario means that these two FW fluxes show clear changes over239

time, but the fluxes do not consistently lie outside the pre-industrial IVT range by 2100240

(Fig. 2).241

Bering Strait and Barrow Strait liquid FW fluxes both show very long shift peri-242

ods under both scenarios, but no emergence (Fig. 3). Bering Strait liquid FW fluxes be-243

gin to shift earlier (in the 1970s) than Barrow Strait liquid fluxes (in the 2000s). How-244

ever, while over 90% of the ensemble members shift before 2100 under the high warm-245

ing scenario for both fluxes, less than 50% of the low warming scenario members shift246

before 2100 (Fig. 3), reflecting a scenario impact that is also clearly detectable in the late247

21st century means (Fig. 1b). A gradual increase in the liquid FW inflow through Bering248

Strait over the last decades is consistent with the observed increase (Woodgate, 2018).249

Net precipitation also shows a clear scenario impact on the shift (Fig. 3). Net pre-250

cipitation shows complete shift for the CESM LE between the mid 21st century and the251

2090s (and for 90% of the full 40 member CESM LE over a longer period, see Fig. S3c),252

but only for 18% of the low warming scenario. So while net precipitation over the Arc-253

tic is clearly slowly increasing under both scenarios (Fig. 2), in agreement with obser-254

vations (Peterson et al., 2006; Haine et al., 2015), the changes are small compared to the255

background variability, at least in the CESM1.1 simulations.256

4 Discussion257

We assessed when a clearly forced change in the Arctic FW budget terms can be258

detected and found very short emergence periods across all ensemble members in both259

scenarios in the CESM for the liquid and solid Arctic FW storage. These short emer-260

gence periods suggest a strongly forced change in the Arctic FW storage terms. Hence,261

based on these CESM results, the large changes in the Arctic FW storage that have been262

observed over the last three decades are likely to be the beginning of an anthropogenic263

forced change towards larger liquid FW storage and smaller solid FW storage. In agree-264

ment with another recent study (Wang et al., 2019), we find that the increase in the liq-265

uid FW storage is not exclusively driven by the concurrent decrease in the solid FW stor-266

age: The contribution from the decrease in solid FW storage to the increase in the liq-267
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uid FW storage varies between 35%–89% for the different ensemble members over the268

period over which we see shift and emergence in the two storage terms (1996–2015). The269

remaining freshening is due to a change in the sum of the FW fluxes, as previously sug-270

gested (e.g., Rabe et al., 2014; Carmack et al., 2016).271

The finding that the solid FW storage is already showing a forced change agrees272

with the previous interpretation of the solid FW storage decrease as at least partially273

driven by climate change due to the loss of sea ice (e.g., Haine et al., 2015; Wang et al.,274

2019; Schweiger et al., 2019). The interpretation of the increased liquid FW storage since275

the 1990s as a climate change signal is also generally consistent with other climate model276

studies that show a robust increase of liquid FW storage in the Arctic over the 21st cen-277

tury (e.g., Holland et al., 2006, 2007; Koenigk et al., 2007; Vavrus et al., 2012; Haine et278

al., 2015; Shu et al., 2018). In particular, the CMIP5 multi-model mean shows an increase279

in the liquid Arctic FW content since the 1990s, at about 50% of the observed magni-280

tude, suggesting a forced contribution to that change (Shu et al., 2018). However, our281

results seem to disagree with the interpretation that liquid FW storage changes “observed282

to date appear to have resulted from natural atmospheric variability” in Johnson et al.283

(2018). But the two studies may not be in as much in conflict as it appears at first glance.284

The fact that the reconstructed FW storage timeseries from of Johnson et al. (2018) matches285

the observed change between the early 1990s and 2012 very well does not preclude the286

existence of a forced signal in that timeseries, as the FW storage reconstruction is based287

on the sea level pressure variations from reanalysis, which may contain a climate change288

signal. This possibility is also alluded to in the recent study of Cornish et al. (2020). Fur-289

thermore, Cornish et al. (2020) find that the strength of the relationship between sea level290

pressure and liquid FW storage variability varies greatly between different CMIP5 mod-291

els and is weaker than in the model used in Johnson et al. (2018), leaving room for other292

contributions to the liquid FW content change beside those driven by changes in sea level293

pressure. Our analysis also does not in any way preclude a contribution from internal294

variability on top of a forced change. In fact, a contribution from internal variability is295

likely, and has been shown to exist for the solid FW storage decrease (Notz & Marotzke,296

2012; Wang et al., 2019; Schweiger et al., 2019). The strong link between the liquid FW297

storage changes and the sea-level pressure variability identified in Johnson et al. (2018)298

may well be part of the physical mechanism that imprints the climate change forcing onto299

the liquid Arctic FW storage.300
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Similarly to the Arctic FW storage, the short emergence period for the liquid Nares301

Strait FW flux across all ensemble members and both scenarios suggest that any observed302

shifts in the 2000s to 2020s towards larger liquid FW fluxes through Nares Strait may303

already include a climate change driven signal. Hence, it is possible that climate change304

may have contributed at least partially to the observed larger FW fluxes through Nares305

Strait between 2003–2006 and 2007–2009 (Münchow, 2016). In fact, Münchow (2016)306

attributed 69% of this increase in the Nares Strait liquid FW export to the effects of a307

climate-change driven sea ice decline on the ocean, through the freshening of the sur-308

face waters from ice melt and more efficient momentum transfer from the atmosphere309

to the ocean under a more mobile ice cover.310

Since the results presented here are only from one model, which has biases in its311

representation of the Arctic FW budget, a general agreement with ensembles of CMIP3312

and CMIP5 models is promising. Different models will, however, likely show differences313

in the specific years of emergence and shift than those shown here. However, the focus314

here is not the precise predictions of the shift and emergence years, which fully-coupled315

models can not provide due to the large impact of internal variability (Deser et al., 2012).316

Instead, the main take-away should be the overall likelihood of the emergence of forced317

signals for different budget terms in the presence of large internal variability, and the gen-318

eral timing of the possible emergence of different fluxes within the 21st century.319

Detecting emergence of a climate change signal from the observational timeseries320

will be more challenging than from model simulations, since even the longer observed321

FW timeseries only go back to the 1990s (e.g., de Steur et al., 2009; Rabe et al., 2009,322

2014). Furthermore, rather than a system in steady-state, as in the control simulation,323

the observations capture a system that is already responding to climate change, in par-324

ticular from the 2000s on (e.g., Kwok, 2018). Comparing the influence of these two com-325

plications present in observed timeseries, we find that it is the changing nature of the326

FW budget terms during the base period, rather than the much shorter base period it-327

self, that complicates the diagnosis of emergence and shift from observations that, at best,328

extend to the mid or late 1990s (see section S3 and Fig. S4 for details).329

Despite this difficulty with detecting emergence and shift from observations, the330

current lack of trends in observed liquid FW exports through the Arctic gateways (de331

Steur et al., 2009; Curry et al., 2014; de Steur et al., 2018; Haine et al., 2015) are con-332
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sistent with the CESM results: Full emergence into a new climate state, which would333

allow a clear trend detection in the presence of increased variability, only occurs for Nares334

Strait by 2020, and only in some ensemble members but not in others. However, in Nares335

Strait all ensemble members show emergence before 2030 in the CESM, and by 2042 in336

Davis Strait. Hence, based on the CESM, we should see sustained increased FW exports337

in Nares and Davis Strait relatively soon, leading to positive trends eventually. Based338

on the CESM, we could also soon start to see sustained increased exports and positive339

trends in Fram Strait, but it could also still take a few decades, depending on the de-340

tails of the natural modes of variability we will experience. This means that continued341

monitoring of the oceanic fluxes through these gateways and the downstream convec-342

tive regions over the next decades is crucial to record this expected regime shift and as-343

sess its impact on the ocean circulation in the North Atlantic.344

5 Conclusions345

We showed that different Arctic FW budget terms shift toward and emerge into346

a new climate regime outside their pre-industrial variability at different times. Climate347

change forced shift and emergence occur first for the Arctic FW storage (both liquid and348

solid). The simulated emergence period of a climate change signal in both liquid and solid349

FW storage in the CESM overlaps with the observed increase in Arctic liquid FW stor-350

age between the early 1990s and 2014 and decrease of the solid FW storage since the 1990s351

(with no Arctic-wide liquid FW data available since 2014). This suggests that the ob-352

served increase in the liquid and solid FW storage is at least partially driven by climate353

change, rather than the result of unforced internal variability.354

Generally, oceanic FW fluxes show much earlier emergence than FW fluxes from355

the atmosphere and land. The first FW flux to emerge is the Nares Strait liquid FW ex-356

port, which emerges by the end of the 2020s for all members and both scenarios. Emer-357

gence in Davis Strait liquid FW export follows Nares Strait, with emergence between the358

late 2010s and early 2040s. Detecting shift and emergence from shorter timeseries that359

overlap with the observational period is possible, but the changing nature of many of the360

FW budget terms, in particular since 2000, can lead to a delayed detection of shift and361

emergence. This means that even if so far there is no trend detected at Nares or Davis362

Strait in observations, a clearly detectable shift towards positive trends in FW exports363

is potentially imminent. For Fram Strait the CESM suggests that we are currently in364
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the shift period towards higher liquid FW exports, with the potential for full emergence365

starting in the mid 2020s. Reduced future emissions may be able to prevent the emer-366

gence into a completely different regime in the late 21st century for some FW fluxes such367

as runoff and the solid Fram Strait FW export, reducing but not avoiding changes in those368

Arctic FW fluxes. The possibility of ongoing and imminent changes in the oceanic liq-369

uid FW exports highlights the importance of continued observational programs at the370

Arctic gateways and in the Arctic Ocean, in order to detect these changes in the real world371

as they occur.372
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Supplementary Material577

Section S1. Climatological Arctic FW Budget in the CESM1.1578

The Arctic FW budget is calculated from the CESM1.1 model simulations, rela-579

tive to a reference salinity of 34.8. The surface fluxes (net precipitation and runoff) and580

the FW storage terms are calculated over the shaded region shown in Fig. 1a, which is581

delineated by Bering Strait, Barrow Strait, Nares Strait, Fram Strait, and the BSO (shown582

in Fig. 1a). The liquid FW fluxes through those gateways are given as net FW fluxes583

over the full depth of the gateways, and for solid FW combine the FW contained in sea584

ice and in snow on sea ice. The liquid FW storage shown throughout the paper is cal-585

culated down to the 34.8 isohaline, following previous conventions (Serreze et al., 2006;586

Haine et al., 2015). Davis Strait is shown for reference as an additional strait that is of-587

ten used in Arctic freshwater studies (e.g., Haine et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016b, 2016a;588

Shu et al., 2018), but is not part of the Arctic domain over which the FW budget is cal-589

culated.590

Compared to the observational Arctic FW fluxes for the late 20th century, we find591

that the largest biases in the CESM1.1 FW budget compared to observations are found592

in the liquid FW exports from the Arctic Ocean. In particular the Fram Strait liquid593

FW export is much smaller than observed, while the net BSO FW flux is too large. The594

total solid FW exports on the other hand are slightly too large compared to the obser-595

vations, except in Barrow Strait, where they are too small. However, the net simulated596

FW export from the Arctic (7066 km3/yr) is within the observational uncertainty of the597

observed net FW export from the Arctic (8324±1263km3/yr), so the biases in the fluxes598

represent a combination of a bias in FW export routes (e.g., more FW export through599

the BSO, at the expense of the Fram Strait) and a bias between solid and liquid FW ex-600

port (i.e., more solid FW export than observed, at the expense of the liquid FW export),601

rather than an overall too small FW exchange between the Arctic and North Atlantic.602

The bias in the liquid versus solid FW fluxes goes along with a larger than observed solid603

FW storage in the CESM1.1 (see Table S1), indicating that in the late 20th century more604

FW is stored in the solid versus liquid component in the CESM1.1 compared to obser-605

vations. Note that while this means there is more solid FW stored in the CESM1.1 over606

1980–2000 than observed, the simulated decrease in the solid FW storage over the first607

decade of the 21st century is not too large and agrees well with estimates based on PI-608

OMAS: Haine et al. (2015) found a decrease of 6,900 km3 in the solid FW storage based609
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on PIMOAS between 1980–2000 and 2011, compared to 6,387 km3 in the ensemble mean610

from the CESM1.1 if calculated over the same period and domain as used in Haine et611

al. (2015) (using Davis Strait rather than Nares and Barrow Straits as boundary west612

of Greenland; for the smaller Arctic domain used here the simulated decrease over this613

period is slightly less, at 5,869 km3). Hence, the liquid FW storage increase in the CESM1.1614

over the early 21st century that leads to the simulated emergence is not unduly driven615

by a concurrent too large decline in the solid FW storage over the early 21st century pe-616

riod. Eventually, however, the bias in the solid FW storage over the historical period will617

lead to a too large contribution from sea ice melt, compared to the real world.618

While there are clear biases in the CESM1.1, it is important to note that limited619

observations make it challenging to even know what some of the details of the Arctic FW620

budget should be (as also discussed by Haine et al., 2015; Lique et al., 2016). In partic-621

ular, the liquid FW export west of Greenland has in the past been assumed to be strongly622

dominated by Barrow Strait/Lancaster Sound, based on the available data at the time623

(Jahn et al., 2012). However, more recent data from Nares Strait has raised the expected624

contribution from Nares Strait liquid and solid FW export, due to the inclusion of the625

surface layer, as well as revealed large, previously unknown interannual variability (Münchow,626

2016). This new data suggests that the two main channels west of Greenland may in fact627

be exporting approximately equal amounts of FW from the Arctic (Table S1). Similarly,628

there is a wide range of estimated solid FW storage (Haine et al., 2015), due to uncer-629

tain Arctic wide sea ice thickness data, in particular prior to the 2000s.630

Section S2. IVT Sensitivity to Different Threshold Choices631

We here chose an IVT of ±3.5 standard deviations, as for normally distributed pro-632

cesses the range between the upper and lower IVT captures 99.95% of values due to un-633

forced internal variability. For most of the FW budget terms, this means that all val-634

ues in the 1800 year long control simulation fall within this ±3.5 standard deviation range.635

However, for a few terms (Fram Strait liquid FW flux, runoff, liquid FW storage, and636

solid BSO), the IVT threshold is crossed a few times during the 1800 years of the con-637

trol simulation (Fig. S1). Such isolated occurrences outside the ±3.5 standard deviation638

over 1800 years are consistent with the fact that individual very rare (<0.05% proba-639

bility) events can potentially lead to departures outside the IVT range, even for an IVT640

range of ±3.5 standard deviations. For the BSO solid term, it is also a reflection that641
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this flux is not normally distributed (as it is close to but does not cross the zero line),642

so different probabilities apply; however, this term is small and it is only included for643

completeness as part of the Arctic FW budget. All results presented also generally hold644

if we do not assume normally distributed processes but instead use the maximum and645

minimum values of each FW budget terms during the 1800 year long control simulation646

plus an extra margin of 10% of the flux to exclude any unsampled rare natural variability-647

driven events (Fig. S3).648

As we are using at least 11 ensemble members for the 20th and 21st centuries, it649

would be extremely unlikely to see rare events with a probability of <0.05% occurring650

for all ensemble members over the 181 years of the 20th and 21st centuries simulation.651

This means that the detection of spurious complete shifts is highly unlikely. Spurious652

emergence is not statistically possible, as emergence requires sustained changes outside653

the pre-industrial IVT range. Hence, this methodology and IVT choice is able to detect654

truly forced changes in the Arctic FW budget terms. Smaller/larger thresholds than 3.5655

standard deviations and a non-gaussian approach lead to qualitatively similar results,656

but some changes in the specific shifts and emergence years due to the change of the prob-657

ability of events outside the chosen range (see Fig. S3).658

Note that our methodology to determine time of emergence differs from several other659

“time of emergence” methods (e.g., Hawkins & Sutton, 2012; Mora et al., 2013; Lehner660

et al., 2017). In particular, we look at annual mean values outside the IVT range rather661

than considering when the ensemble mean first exceeds the background variability by662

a certain factor (a typical signal/noise ratio definition of emergence). This approach is663

most similar to the determination of shift and emergence of Arctic open water days in664

Barnhart et al. (2015), who demonstrated that there can be substantial differences be-665

tween the emergence time of a variable’s ensemble mean versus its unsmoothed trajec-666

tory. As we want to be able to assess when we can expect to observe fluxes and storage667

that are fully outside the background state, we prefer this time of emergence method-668

ology of using the unsmoothed variables, as that is what we will be able to observe in669

the real world.670
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Section S3: Effect of a shorter base period and of sampling a non-steady671

state system672

To provide insights into how shift and emergence detection would look different for673

observations of the Arctic FW budget, we have repeated our emergence analysis for 20-674

year periods from the control as well as from the historical simulation (Fig. S4). This675

allows us to assess how the results presented here are affected by using a shorter base676

period as well as a base period that covers a period where forced changes are starting677

to affect some of the budget terms. We find that the shorter base period by itself does678

not affect the main results on emergence, but does change the start and end years by a679

few years (see Fig. S4b and c versus Fig. S4a). Shift periods on the other hand are more680

strongly affected by a shorter base period, with some changes of several decades in ei-681

ther direction. This behavior is expected, as emergence detects a sustained, forced change682

while shift is triggered by an individual event, so a small change in the IVT will affect683

shift more strongly than emergence. Sampling a non-steady state system for 20 years,684

however, has a big effect on detecting emergence. Emergence patterns similar to the ones685

based on the full length of the control simulation are found primarily for a 20 year pe-686

riod from the historical simulation that ends before 2000 (see Fig. S4a, d, g). Once the687

base period extends past 2000, emergence is reached later, in particular for the terms688

that show early emergence (Fig. S4e, f, h, i). Nonetheless, the general order of emergence689

of FW budget terms remains the same even for base periods that extend to 2009. For690

base periods that extend past 2009, however, even the order of emergence changes, as691

the base period from 2000-2019 now samples the already very different FW storage terms,692

leading to a much later emergence of these terms compared to their already very differ-693

ent base state. Hence, it is the changing nature of the FW budget terms during the base694

period, rather than the much shorter base period itself, that complicates the diagnosis695

of emergence and shift from observations that, at best, extend to the mid or late 1990s.696
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Table S1. Climatological Arctic Ocean freshwater (FW) budget (1980–2000). Ob-
servational values are partially taken from the compilation by Serreze et al. (2006) (indicated
by ∗ in the table). Terms that are not from Serreze et al. (2006) are: Bering Strait solid FW
fluxes (Woodgate & Aagaard, 2005), BSO solid FW fluxes (Kwok et al., 2005), Nares Strait liq-
uid and solid FW fluxes (Münchow, 2016), Barrow Strait solid and liquid fluxes (Prinsenberg
& Hamilton, 2005), and Davis Strait solid and liquid FW fluxes (Haine et al., 2015). The solid
FW storage in the Arctic is shown as range, based on the values given in Serreze et al. (2006)
and Haine et al. (2015). These two estimates differ in the assumed mean ice thickness (thinner
ice assumed in Serreze et al. (2006) than Haine et al. (2015)) as well as in their Arctic domain,
with the Arctic domain in Serreze et al. (2006) smaller than our domain (entirely excluding the
CAA) and the domain in Haine et al. (2015) larger than our domain (including Baffin Bay down
to Davis Strait). In the CESM1.1, the impact of these domain differences compared to the Arctic
domain used here is an additional solid FW storage of 1,868 km3 for the domain of Haine et al.
(2015) and 2988 km3 less solid FW storage for the domain of Serreze et al. (2006), which does
not change the fact that the CESM1.1 has too much solid FW storage. However, note that the
solid FW flux and storage includes FW from the snow on sea ice as well as from the ice itself
while the observational estimates typically only include the FW in the sea ice, which leads to
a difference of about 10%. Further note that the Nares and Barrow Strait values are from the
early 2000s, rather than the late 20th century, as no earlier data exists. If available, error esti-
mates for the observations are included. Model values show the ensemble mean values, and the
± indicates the standard deviation of the 40-member CESM LE in the 21-yr averages. All FW
fluxes are quoted in km3/year, and the FW storage is quoted in km3. All values are annual mean
net fluxes, for oceanic fluxes over the full depth of each channel, combining negative and positive
fluxes through a strait, where applicable. Positive values indicate FW sources and negative values
indicate FW sinks for the Arctic Ocean. Note that Davis Strait is included here for reference
only, with the surface fluxes and storage calculated over the Arctic Ocean domain delineated by
Nares Strait and Barrow Strait west of Greenland (see Fig. 1a).

FW fluxes Observations CESM LE

River runoff 3200 ±110∗ 3358±55

Net precipitation 2000 ±200∗ 1958±32

Bering Strait liquid FW 2400 ±300∗ 2159±66

Bering Strait solid FW 140 ±40 56±14

Barrow Strait liquid FW −1510 −567±25

Barrow Strait solid FW −76 2±1

Nares Strait liquid FW −1356±236 −1439±69

Nares Strait solid FW −252±63 −395±15

Davis Strait liquid FW −3200±320 −2044±69

David Strait solid FW −160 −701±24

Fram Strait liquid FW −2700 ±530∗ −948±68

Fram Strait solid FW −2300 ±340∗ −2776±174

BSO liquid FW −90 ±94∗ −852±50

BSO solid FW −40 −91±41

Liquid FW storage 74,000 ±7400∗ 77,485±1562

Solid FW storage 10,000∗ – 17,800 21,931±1011
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Figure S1. Variability in the control simulation. The ±3.5 standard deviation threshold

for each variable (which is used to determine shift and emergence in the 20th and 21st centuries

simulations) is shown as solid dark grey lines. Flux terms (a-n) and storage terms (o, p) are

labeled in the panels. Note that all flux panels (a-n) and all storage panels (o-p) each have the

same y-axis range, but that the axis are offset from each other.
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Figure S2. Small FW budget terms over time. As in Fig. 2, but for the small (less than

300 km3/yr in the observed net fluxes) FW fluxes not shown in Fig. 2. Note that the y-axis is

the same for all panels, but is different from Fig. 2 to allow a more meaningful depiction of these

small fluxes.
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Figure S3. Sensitivity of results to different IVT choices. As Fig. 3, but for an IVT

defined as (a) the maximum/minmum values in the control ±10% of the mean, (b) ±3 standard

deviations, (c) ±3.5 standard deviations, and (d) ±4 standard deviations. This figure also in-

cludes the FW fluxes with a net observed flux of less than 300 km3/yr, which were not shown in

Fig. 3. These different IVT choices (a, b, d) show qualitatively similar results as for 3.5 standard

deviations (c), with the largest changes primarily in the start dates of the shift periods, due to

the smaller/larger IVT range. None of the main conclusions are affected by the choice of the

IVT, as they mainly focus on the emergence of the forced signal.
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Figure S4. Influence of different base periods on shift and emergence. Shift and

emergence, as shown in Fig. 3, but using different base periods in the different panels to deter-

mine the IVT, to assess the impact of a shorter base period, as would be available from observa-

tions. (a) Using the full 1800 years of the control simulation, same as Fig. 3, (b) using only 20

years of the control (here years 1000-1019), (c) using a different set of 20 years from the control

(here years 400-419), (d/g) using years 1980-1999 from ensemble member 1/10 of the CESM LE,

(e/h) using years 1990–2009 from ensemble member 1/10, (f/i) using years 2000-2019 from en-

semble member 1/10. This shows that sampling of a system more and more affected by climate

change if years after 2000 are included in the base period affects the results more than using a

shorter base period, in particular for emergence (with shift sensitive to both). Results are similar

for 30 year instead of 20 year periods. Members 1 and 10 are shown in panels d–f and g–i, respec-

tively, to illustrate the effects of sampling different 20-yr periods under the same external forcing

but with different internal variability. Other ensemble members show slightly different patterns,

but changes are qualitatively similar to the difference between the two members shown here.
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